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February 5, 2021         Issue 41 
The new administration is taking shape in the Pentagon and on the Hill. Secretary of Defense 
Austin is taking on some organizational challenges (extremism in the ranks and policy boards). 
Congressional committees like the House Armed Services Committee are taking shape. DoD is 
moving out on shoring up the American clothing industry with a new contract. And the CMMC 
board is splitting to reduce the potential for conflicts of interest. NPS is launching a new 
partnership with Xerox for liquid metal 3D printing, and AI is continuing to reshape acquisition.  
Thanks to those who attended our webinar on software acquisition! We’ll be sharing that 
recording next week. And remember to register for this year’s symposium. We’ve confirmed 
keynote speakers Stacy Cummings (A&S) and Jon Hill (MDA), so expect some robust 
conversations. See you next week! 
 
This Week’s Top Story 
Opinion: To compete with China and Russia, the U.S. military must redefine ‘readiness’ 
Charles Q. Brown Jr. and David H. Berger, The Washington Post 
Every year the United States commits billions to building it, developing metrics to measure it, 
and striving to create and maintain more of it — but what exactly is readiness? 
Readiness is fundamentally about preparedness for combat — having the right equipment, 
training and maintenance to succeed on current and future battlefields. Unfortunately, the high 
operational tempo of the past two decades has distorted the understanding of readiness. 
Readiness has become synonymous with availability. In other words, a ready unit is one that is 
available for immediate deployment — prepared to “fight tonight.” 
The current framework is unbalanced and strongly biases spending on the legacy equipment we 
possess today, much of which was designed in the 1980s and 1990s. While these legacy 
capabilities may have been instrumental in deterring conflict and winning battles in an earlier 
era, they no longer provide an edge over competitors — a core conclusion of both the NDS and 
Congress’s bipartisan Future of Defense Task Force. We propose a new framework for defining 
readiness, one that better balances today’s needs with those of tomorrow, incorporating 
elements of current availability, modernization and risk. 
As a starting point, we recommend adding to readiness metrics new layers of analysis utilizing 
artificial intelligence to leverage the military’s data-rich environment. Such a framework would 
enable military service chiefs to better prioritize investments in research, development and 
future force design initiatives, rather than spending the majority of their resources on making 
decades-old capabilities ready for employment. 
Read more.  
 
ARP and NPS News 
Xerox, NPS Announce Collaboration to Advance Solutions with 3D Printing Research 
NPS Office of University Communications 
As part of a Collaborative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA), NPS was the first 
to receive an installation of the Xerox® ElemX™ Liquid Metal Printer on the university campus 
in December. The Xerox solution will provide NPS faculty and students with hands-on 
exploration of new ways the technology can deliver on-demand 3D printing of metal parts and 
equipment.  
Registration is open for the 18th Annual Acquisition Research Symposium 
This year’s event will be held May 11-13, 2021 as a live, interactive webinar presented through 
Zoom for Government. Seats are limited; register today to make sure you hear the latest in 
acquisition research and updates from senior policymakers. 
ARP Student Thesis: Preparing the USAF Contracting Career Field for the Next 
Humanitarian Assistance Disaster Response within the Continental United States  
Capt. Geoffrey S. Bender, USAF, and Capt. Chase Lehocky, USAF 
This project’s focus is on the alignment of a U.S. Air Force (USAF) exercise design process with 
FEMA's challenges regarding humanitarian assistance and disaster response (HADR) events. 
The authors applied Joint Publication 4-10 and Yoder’s Three Tier Model approach to inform a 
disaster model that delineates roles and responsibilities for stakeholders. The authors also 
reviewed 104 after-action reports to identify trends within FEMA’s 15 emergency support 
functions and added three more categories to capture trends: finance, manpower, and training. 
This research resulted in five recommendations to the USAF contracting exercise designers: 1) 
ensure that exercise frameworks are aligned to the lead agency; 2) consolidate the many 
advance contracts throughout the federal agencies into one location such as Acquisition 
Gateway or GSA Advantage, or on a SharePoint site; 3) continue adopting category 
management practices within the disaster environment in order to effectively implement 
advance contracts; 4) further refine the career field education training plan with tiered 
development under a synthesized HADR framework; 5) consolidate the federal external 
stakeholders into a simplified location to improve the ability to research trends within the USAF 
contracting career field; and 6) ask other federal agencies for their approaches while 
deconflicting procurement strategies. 
 
Acquisition and Innovation 
 
JAIC inks deal for prototype of new AI acquisition system 
Jackson Barnett, Fedscoop 
DOD Announces $1.1 Million Defense Production Act Title III Agreement With American 
Apparel, Inc. to Strengthen the Domestic Clothing and Textile Industrial Base 
DoD Press Release  
CMMC Accreditation Body must split to meet requirements of new contract 
Jackson Barnett, Fedscoop 
USPTO modernizing its trademarking process with $80M IT contract 
Dave Nyczepir, Fedscoop 
AWS cloud now available on milCloud 2.0 
Jackson Barnett, Fedscoop  
Tech startups still face the Pentagon’s ‘valley of death’ 
Joe Gould, Defense News  
 
Congress 
HASC’s new lead Republican on making Space Force permanent and budget fights to 
come 
Joe Gould, Defense News  
House Armed Services Committee adds subcommittee focused on tech 
Jackson Barnett, Fedscoop 
Smith, Rogers Announce HASC Subcommittee Assignments, Chairs, And Ranking 
Members 
HASC Press Release  
Rogers Opening Statement At HASC Organizational Meeting 
HASC Press Release  
 
Research 
Fixed-Price-Incentive Contracts: DOD Has Increased Their Use but Should Assess 
Contributions to Outcomes 
U.S. Government Accountability Office  
Vital Signs 2021: The Health and Readiness of the Defense Industrial Base 
National Defense Industrial Association and Govini  
 
Defense and Federal Government 
Pentagon chief purges defense boards; Trump loyalists out 
Lolita C. Baldor, The Associated Press 
Commentary: Pentagon Advisory Boards Need to Offer 10X Ideas, Not 10% Ones 
Steve Blank, Raj Shah, and Joe Felter |  Defense One  
Hicks Warns Against ‘Extreme Consolidation’ in Defense Industry 
Marcus Weisgerber, Defense One  
Air Force’s Platform One deepens ties with industry in new agreement with Lockheed 
Jackson Barnett, Fedscoop 
Commandant Calls Marine Corps Tech Refresh ‘Urgent’ 
Stew Magnuson, National Defense 
 
Acquisition Tips and Tools, with Larry Asch 
Bridge Contracts: How to Use Them for Good    
This week we continue with articles on how to research to find “The Answer” to support our 
customers. This Contracting Officer generally recommends against bridge contracts since 
leadership frowns on them. However, when used correctly, bridge contracts are a valuable tool. 
I compiled research from GAO, DAU, Google, and WIFCON to help explain when to use them 
and when they’re a bad idea. 
What is a Bridge Contract? 
While there is no government-wide definition for bridge contract in the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR), GAO has defined it as “an extension to an existing contract beyond the 
period of performance (including base and option years), or a new, short-term contract awarded 
on a sole-source basis to an incumbent contractor to avoid a lapse in service caused by a delay 
in awarding a follow-on contract. Bridge contracts can be a useful tool to avoid a gap in services 
and are typically envisioned as short-term.”  
Several service and agency acquisition regulations define a bridge action as a non-competitive 
action requiring a justification to retain the current or similar product or service as a result of 
delay in the negotiation and award of a follow-on contract.  
Bridge contract actions are executed through the following methods:  
• A modification to an existing contract to extend the period of performance, increase the 
cost ceiling/value, or both.  
• The award of a new, interim sole source contract, either to the same contractor or to a 
new contractor, to cover the time frame between the end date of the existing contract 
and award of a follow-on contract.  
Extensions of services executed in accordance with FAR clause 52.217-8, Option to Extend 
Services, should not be considered a bridge action unless or until the total six (6) month 
extension period allowed by the clause is exceeded.  
When bridge contracts can be bad: 
• Bridge contracts are almost always noncompetitive, which may put the government at 
risk of paying more than it should for goods and services.  
• While bridge contracts can be a necessary and appropriate tool, they can be abused 
instead of taking reasonable efforts to put a follow-on competitive contract in place. 
Reference FAR 6.301(c)(1): “Contracting without providing for full and open competition 
shall not be justified on the basis of a lack of advance planning by the requiring activity.” 
• They are ripe for protest. In a 2018 case, a disappointed offeror successfully protested 
the Army for awarding the incumbent five sole source bridge contracts. Plaintiff protested 
on the ground that the sole-source award violated the Competition in Contracting Act 
(“CICA”).  The Court of Federal Claims sustained the protest, concluding that the bridge 
contract resulted from the Army’s lack of advance planning, which is not an adequate 
justification for a sole-source award.  
When a bridge contract is appropriate:  
• The competitive follow-on contract or solicitation has been protested. 
• The approved acquisition strategy requires a necessary change. 
• A statutory or regulatory change necessitates a change prior to award. 
• Other circumstances, demonstrated to not be due to lack of advance planning or 
inadequate procurement execution, result in delay of a solicitation or award. 
As DAU’s Dennis P. Longo explains, bridge contract actions endure high-level and persistent 
scrutiny. A Justification & Approval (J&A) is required with detailed rationale for use of a bridge 
contract. The rationale must focus on why we need the bridge action in the first place, and this 
cannot be due to lack of advance planning or inadequate procurement execution. Acceptable 
rationales provide a justification for the length of the bridge and a discussion of actions to be 
taken to avoid additional bridge contracts. Longo’s advice for contracting officers looking to 
execute a bridge action: “Tell the story, be precise, and include dates.”  
Recommendations: 
• If a bridge contract is appropriate as referenced above, document reasons and do it. 
• Leadership needs to get to the root cause problems of misused bridge contracts. 
• In addition to issuing guidance on problems and misuse, leadership needs a plan to fix 
the problem. They must keep in mind how overuse of bridge contracts impacts culture: 
people become risk averse and do not want to use bridge contracts even when they are 
being used properly.  
• We need to train acquisition personnel on proper planning and preparing of contract 
requirements packages to include market research and acquisition strategies.  
• Acquisition professionals need better training in source selection.  
• Finally, it is well past time to reform the protest process. At a minimum, we need to 
remove the incumbent’s incentive to protest. Why wouldn’t a company protest when they 
get 100 days of additional work while the protest is adjudicated by two different entities, 
GAO and COFC? If we eliminated these incentives, there would be many happy 
government acquisition folks.  
 
 
 
 
 
